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Many information systems capable of handling incomplete or fuzzy information 
manipulate objects with single-valued attributes. Information is then said to be 
disjunctive. Information is said to be conjunctive when pertaining to many-valued 
attributes. While a piece of incomplete disjunctive information is easily represented by 
means of a set of mutually exclusive possible values, modeling incomplete conjunctive 
information theoretically eads to consideration of families of sets, since attributes are 
then set-valued under complete information. Some proposals are made to efficiently and 
rigorously represent incomplete conjunctive information and deal with query evaluation, 
especially in the case where only upper and/or lower bounds of the set of values of a 
many-valued attribute are known. This approach can be applied to the processing of time 
intervals, as well as to spatial reasoning, among other topics, in knowledge-base 
management. 
Fuzzy Medical Diagnosis Decision Making Revisited 
August ine  O. Esogbue 
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of 
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The fuzzy medical diagnosis decision models of Esogbue and Elder employed fuzzy set 
theory to directly and more correctly model all the information ets useful in reaching a
scientific understanding of a patient's health status. The resultant medical hypothesis 
decision model is actually a subproblem of the entire medical diagnosis problem, with 
each component requiring some or all of the followiag fuzzy information ets: (1) patient 
past history, H; (2) medically designated symptoms, A; (3) signs observed by the 
physician, S; and (4) results of clinical and diagnostic tests, Z. For example, medical 
hypothesis requires {H, A }, initial preliminary diagnosis {H, A, S }, other preliminary 
diagnosis {H, A, S, Z }, and final diagnosis {H, A, S, Z }. This paper sketches the basic 
aspects of a model based on fuzzy dynamic programming that can be employed in linking 
these phases up in an adroit manner. The attendant computational issues are under 
investigation and will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
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The most serious bottleneck confronting developers of expert systems is the elicitation of 
expert knowledge. This paper presents an approach to the interactive derivation of 
